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Delonghi Magnifica 3500 Espresso Machine Manual

Grinding level can be adjusted according to taste. The conical steel grinders are calibrated for 100%
accuracy. Plus special offers, competitions, news and events. Ask your question here. Provide a clear
and comprehensive description of the issue and your question. The more detail you provide for your
issue and question, the easier it will be for other DeLonghi Magnifica ESAM 3500.S owners to
properly answer your question. Ask a question About the DeLonghi Magnifica ESAM 3500.S Do you
have a question about the DeLonghi Magnifica ESAM 3500.S or do you need help. Ask your question
here DeLonghi Magnifica ESAM 3500.S specifications This bestbefore date applies as long as the
bag is closed.If the coffee beans are very finely ground you will have a stronger taste and if the grind
is coarser you will have a milder taste.ManualSearcher.com ensures that you will find the manual
you are looking for in no time. Our database contains more than 1 million PDF manuals from more
than 10,000 brands. Every day we add the latest manuals so that you will always find the product
you are looking for. Its very simple just type the brand name and the type of product in the search
bar and you can instantly view the manual of your choice online for free. ManualSearcher. com If
you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Read more Ok. To calculate
the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead,
our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. See All Buying Options Add to Wish List
Disabling it will result in some disabled or missing features. You can still see all customer reviews
for the product. Between my wife and I, we typically pull 36 shots each day. It makes some great
coffee. Ive barely touched our French press since we received this and I used to use it every
day.http://www.igk-lilienthal.de/downloads/3m-intracom-d-20-manual.xml

delonghi magnifica 3500 espresso machine manual, delonghi magnifica 3500
espresso machine manual, delonghi magnifica 3500 espresso machine manual pdf,
delonghi magnifica 3500 espresso machine manual instructions, delonghi magnifica
3500 espresso machine manual for sale, delonghi magnifica 3500 espresso machine
manual review, delonghi magnifica 3500 espresso machine manual free, delonghi
magnifica 3500 espresso machine manual 2016, delonghi magnifica 3500 espresso
machine manual parts, delonghi magnifica 3500 espresso machine manual 2017.

Its fairly versatile, very easy to use and maintain, and it has only a few issues that bug me. Pros It
really is pushbutton easy to use. You can select a short, regular, or long shot from their own buttons,
and selecting strength only involves using another button to cycle through the 5 settings. Cant get
much easier. Making a latte or cappucino just involves adding cold milk to the container, topping
with the appropriate lid, attaching the container, extending the milk tube, and pressing the button.
It mightve taken longer to type that than to do it. The milk container fits well enough in the
refrigerator door. Cleaning is relatively easy. The brewing unit detaches simply ONLY detach with
the unit is OFF and just rinses out. The grounds container just dumps out, although there is a corner
in that container that traps wet grounds and involves an extra wiping step not really a big deal, but
it can mold. Even though weve never actually been prompted to do so, we descale on the first of the
month, and thats quite easy to do. The milk container lids are not difficult to clean, but they do take
some actual washing although running the steam through via the machine does a great deal.
Regarding descaling, do take the time to test your water with the little, included strip, and then set
your water quality with the machine. I understand that the default setting is the hardest water, so a
couple minutes of your time on the front end could very well save you a great deal of time down the
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road if you have softer water. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the coffee is very good. We
made only a very slight adjustment to the grind after we got the machine, but thats it and, to be
honest, we probably did not need to do soI just have to monkey with something. Cons My biggest
complaint and its not a big one is that you cannot access any menu selections without turning the
whole thing on and waiting for it to heat up and go through the initial rinse
cycle.http://oumkua.com/userfiles/3m-laser-pointer-manual.xml

The machine is either on and ready to make coffee or off and completely dormant with the menu
button just dead. If I could change only one thing, this would be that thing. A close second thing I
would change would to make the safety grill over the mill removable. Im all for safety, but this thing
is a pain if you ever want to change the coffee beans you have in the hopper. Its a large machine,
and it does make some noise, but I dont know that either issue is any different with any other
machine except the new, compact ones. Its a pretty big machine, and youll Reviewed in the United
States on April 3, 2017 DO NOT BUY. Here is why. This is the second Delonghi I have purchased.
The first one lasted about six years. This one only last a year and a half. Here is the issue I contacted
Delonghi because the water pressure dropped and would not descale or fill a cup of coffee. Delonghi
is now honoring the warranty. It just stinks that I had to go through such grief to get there. Please
try again later. From the United StatesThe first one lasted about six years. This one only last a year
and a half. Here is the issue I contacted Delonghi because the water pressure dropped and would
not descale or fill a cup of coffee. Delonghi is now honoring the warranty. It just stinks that I had to
go through such grief to get there.Please try again later. Please try again later. Doak Procter 4.0 out
of 5 stars Between my wife and I, we typically pull 36 shots each day. It makes some great coffee.
Ive barely touched our French press since we received this and I used to use it every day. Its fairly
versatile, very easy to use and maintain, and it has only a few issues that bug me. Pros It really is
pushbutton easy to use. You can select a short, regular, or long shot from their own buttons, and
selecting strength only involves using another button to cycle through the 5 settings. Cant get much
easier.

Making a latte or cappucino just involves adding cold milk to the container, topping with the
appropriate lid, attaching the container, extending the milk tube, and pressing the button. It mightve
taken longer to type that than to do it. The milk container fits well enough in the refrigerator door.
Cleaning is relatively easy. The brewing unit detaches simply ONLY detach with the unit is OFF and
just rinses out. The grounds container just dumps out, although there is a corner in that container
that traps wet grounds and involves an extra wiping step not really a big deal, but it can mold. Even
though weve never actually been prompted to do so, we descale on the first of the month, and thats
quite easy to do. The milk container lids are not difficult to clean, but they do take some actual
washing although running the steam through via the machine does a great deal. Regarding
descaling, do take the time to test your water with the little, included strip, and then set your water
quality with the machine. I understand that the default setting is the hardest water, so a couple
minutes of your time on the front end could very well save you a great deal of time down the road if
you have softer water. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the coffee is very good. We made only
a very slight adjustment to the grind after we got the machine, but thats it and, to be honest, we
probably did not need to do soI just have to monkey with something. Cons My biggest complaint and
its not a big one is that you cannot access any menu selections without turning the whole thing on
and waiting for it to heat up and go through the initial rinse cycle. The machine is either on and
ready to make coffee or off and completely dormant with the menu button just dead. If I could
change only one thing, this would be that thing. A close second thing I would change would to make
the safety grill over the mill removable.
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hopper. Its a large machine, and it does make some noise, but I dont know that either issue is any
different with any other machine except the new, compact ones. Its a pretty big machine, and
youllPlease try again later. Please try again later. M. Barry 4.0 out of 5 stars Jura just broke down
way too often and way too costly and inconvenient to send back and forth to NJ for repairs. This
machine makes good coffee but after 2 weeks, noticing grinder is getting stuck will continue to
evaluate. The latte portion is amazingly easy to use. CONS small water container and doesnt warn
you until it is really low. No warning beans are almost empty so you could make a coffee without
adequate beans. Only moderately customizable and not easy to customize. Very slow heating up and
rinsing process. No water filtration option and any good coffee lover knows the water is key to a
great cup. PROS produces a hotter coffee than Jura. Easy access to all bins and removable
components easy to clean. Quiet. Small footprint fits easily under cabinetry.Please try again later.
Please try again later. Brenda K. Pence 5.0 out of 5 stars Our first one lasted over ten years and
stopped producing steam. We ordered a new one and it is perfect. My wife discussed the problem
with our 1st Magnifica with a factory rep over the phone and they sent us a flexible seal that slides
ove the steam tube and we now have two working MGNIFICA DeLonghi coffee makers. We are
keeping the older one as a spare and to be sure we always have that cup of cappucciono in the
morning. Finally, we have owned several other brands over the years that cost less to buy but did
not last more then two to four years and most importantly didnt make as good a cup of coffee or
cappuccino.Please try again later. Please try again later. Amazon Customer 3.

https://www.jbnature.com/images/Crestron-Tps-4Lw-Manual.pdf

0 out of 5 stars The model 3300 makes just as good a cup of coffee but uses a steam wand to heat
and froth the milk. I love the steam wand. And the 3300 model is much cheaper than than this 3500.
I give the 3300 5 stars.Please try again later. Please try again later. Richard Berlanti 1.0 out of 5
stars Out of the box is was defective and never worked. I contacted Delonghi directly to see if they
would replace under the warranty. This is after waiting on hold for 30 minutes to talk to a rep.
Another 30 minutes to trouble shoot, and still they refuse to replace machine. I have to speak to a
supervisor who then takes 10 days to make a desicion to not replace the machine as they think the
Amazon seller sold me a refurbished machine. Just be warned, this is the third Delonghi machine I
have purchased. The first one lasted 5 years. The second one was defective out of the box and it took
me 2 months to deal with Delonghi. I will never purchase another Delonghi again. The company is
very difficult to deal with. And their products do not last.Please try again later. Please try again
later. Allan 5.0 out of 5 stars Years later, we now have given the 3300 to our son and have purchased
3 of the ESAM3500 model so we can drink good coffee at home, at our mountain cabin, at the office,
and at our sons house. Along with a particular brand of coffee we prefer, the DeLonghi makes the
best cup of coffee we have ever drunk anywhere in the world and we have traveled widely. Several
of our friends have bought a DeLonghi ESAM3500 too, after drinking our coffee, so the population of
snobs is growing. It is important to keep the machine as clean as possible throughout or there will
be problems. This is the Ferrari of coffee makers, and it needs TLC to keep it performing at its
maximum potential.Please try again later. Please try again later. jaxmike 5.0 out of 5 stars It makes
the best coffee I have ever tasted. It is completely automatic so you have nothing to do but fill it and
empty it.

http://pepsy-massage-sexy.com/images/Crestron-Tps-6X-Manual.pdf

The only drawback I have, other than the price, is that the function to re size the cups you use is
limited. I use 12 oz coffee cups, but the machine only allows 6.3 oz at the most, so I just set it for 2
coffees. Allinall, you get what you pay for. Excellent Machine DeLonghi !! Update !!! I had to send
my machine in for repair after only having it for 2 months. It leaked water. Well, customer service
told me it would be a month under warranty. I thought to myself, thats a little much, ONE MONTH
!!! So, I sent it in. Now, almost TWO MONTHS later I still dont have it. Customer Service told me
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that the service center is backed up. Repair did a good job and the machine works like new again. I
just hope it lasts more than 2 months again. I have to be fair about it. The people at customer service
were very nice about everything and were very apologetic about the whole ordeal.Please try again
later. Please try again later. Alice Peters 2.0 out of 5 stars We noticed a funny noise and called
DeLonghi who recommended that we send the machine to their authorized repair, Appliance Repair
Center in Middletown New York. That was about 5 months ago. After about 6 weeks, and many
followup phone calls, we finally received the machine back from Appliance Repairin pieces.
Apparently, they had not packed it well UPS denied the insurance claim. After more time and phone
calls also to DeLonghi service, we were told that the repair center was ordering the broken parts,
repairing the machine, and sending it back to us. That was about 4 weeks ago. Two weeks ago, when
we called again, we were told that the machine was fixed and would arrive back to us by the middle
of last week. As of today, still no machine and no confirmation of when we will get it. Appliance
Repair Center is totally unreliable and DeLonghi needs to address this issue. It really makes me sad
because I enjoyed this machine and have recommended it many times.

To all of you who own one, be careful if it needs repairing and dont trust DeLonghis
recommendation.Please try again later. Please try again later. EE 5.0 out of 5 stars It probably gets
used 15 to 20 times a day and it still works like it was brand new. You do need to learn how to clean
it which is very, very easy to do and, depending on your water, you need to descale the machine
periodically. This is also very easy to do. Previously, I had tried several of the other brands, but this
is the only one that lasted more than a couple of months and wasnt a pain to use.Please try again
later. Please try again later. When using electrical appliances, basic safety precautions should
always be followed, including the folA. Grinding coarseness regulator Z. Milk intake tube for lid with
the. Page 10 3 INSTALLATION. If in doubt, do not use it. Page 11 5. The appliance displaysPage 12
NOTE 2 If the coffee is delivered too fast and is not creamy enough, turn the grinding coarseness
regulatorPage 15 11 CHANGING THE QUANTITY OF HOT WATER. The appliance is factory preset
to automatically deliver 8.5 oz of hot water. Page 16 NOTE 4 To change the quantity of coffee or
milk delivered automatically into the cup, follow the instructionsThe infuser must be. Page 18 NOTE
2 If it is hard to insert the infuser, before inserting it, squeeze to size by pressing it vigorously. Page
19 START TIME 0000. If you change the original values, the factory default values can be reset as.
Page 22 MESSAGE MEANING WHAT TO DO. Page 23 PROBLEM CAUSE SOLUTION. Page 24 This
warranty applies to Super Automatic Espresso Machines with the DeLonghi brand name. This 15bar
Espresso Machine comes in silver. It operates at maximum power of 1150 Watt. The water tanks
capacity is 1 cups.

Product Identifiers Brand DeLonghi Model Magnifica 3500 eBay Product ID ePID 63711982 Product
Key Features Power 1350 W Features Removable Water Tank Type Espresso Machine Bar Pressure
15 bar Manufacturer Color Silver Dimensions Weight 35.23lb. Width 11in. Height 14in. Depth 15in.
Additional Product Features BuiltIn Grinder With BuiltIn Grinder Family Line De’Longhi Magnifica
Water Tank Size 60 Oz. Annoying is the automatic rinsing process, although neccesary, if you forget
to put an empty cup under the spout it fills up the bottom tray. The seperate milk container is very
easy to remove.I Spend a lot of money at Starbucks so I decided this Christmas to treat myself to
this espresso machine. So for no complaints. Verisign. We delete comments that violate our policy,
which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our discretion.
JSFiddle or its authors are not responsible or liable for any loss or damage of any kind during the
usage of provided code.
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